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“Do good, have fun … and the money will come!” Sir Richard Branson  

 

“Mission: At Vintage VW Tours our mission is simple: To provide visitors a fun and 

memorable experience of the sights and sounds of London whilst touring its quirky streets in 

historic, classic VW campers and kombi microbuses. Also to provide creative educational 

enrichment experiences with the long term aim of eventually offering these free to 

educational and children’s charities as part of our core values of contributing to the 

community and doing something good. 

Vision: To be recognised as one of the best, unique, alternative educational enrichment 

experience & private tour providers in London.” 

I love stories like this, an individual’s attempt to do exactly what Sir Richard suggests above 

to follow their dream and make it a reality… Vintage VW Tours & Creative Camper Club  

As we in the Vee Dub community know, they bring a smile to everybody’s face the moment 

they see one go by. Children point, shout and wave…“look at that cool van”, folks even get 

their cameras out and snap away. The question Dapper Sy, founder and managing director 

of Vintage VW Tours wants to ask the uninitiated… Ever had a ride in an old school classic 

Volkswagen (VW) camper van? If not I bet you have always wanted too? Well now’s your 

chance. Vintage VW Tours and Creative Camper Club are projects that have turned into a 

full time occupation for teacher, “Dapper” Sy “The Guv’nor” (a term coined by his teaching 

and boardroom colleagues for his sense of old school sartorial elegance and style whilst a 

teacher governor) of Earlsfield, South West London, has combined what he loves most… 

Education, Vintage VW’s, classic design & style and is endeavouring to make a living from it 

on his own terms whilst giving something back. 

Luv a Dub: Dapper Sy, an avid VolksWorld reader, he thinks he probably has every copy 

since the start. Growing up in Thornton Heath, South London (close to VolksWorld HQ in 

East Croydon, he was elated that those many moons ago VolksWorld started in his manor! 

Sy has been a VW fan since a child in the seventies when dad bought a brand new 1302S 

“superbeetle” in 1972 and over the years he has gathered and painstakingly restored a small 

collection of historically classed (pre ’73) right hand drive vee dubs (VW’s) including a ’61 

Karmaan Ghia, ’71 Beetle, ’72 Dormobile camper crossover, ’72 Devon camper crossover, 

’72 kombi microbus, ’73 Auto Kombi microbus and a ’72 single cab pick-up (a model of 
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which has been made by Oxford die-cast models which the same reg. plate!). It is the 

camper’s and kombi’s that Sy is putting to work now and providing an opportunity for many 

more people to experience these iconic ultimate multi-purpose utility vehicles as they were 

truly intended and keep them on the road in order to one day pass on the baton and hand 

them to their future “custodians”… today’s children. 

Teaching experience: Dapper Sy has been a secondary school teacher for over fourteen 

years and in that time has always been passionate about enrichment and extra-curricular 

activities that promote fun, learning and creativity. “All I want to really do is to be involved 

in the learning process by helping learners ignite interests, be creative, fulfil their potential 

and truly enjoy life-long learning” he suggests. As a beginning teacher at Tiffin Boys’ school 

in Kingston (top 100 UK) he set up a successful and popular squash club and in other schools 

he ran a variety of clubs and enrichment activities such as animation, graphic design, game 

making and robotics the latter of which he had much success with his team in an 

international completion taking them on to the World Robotics Olympiad 2013 in Kuala 

Lumpur. 

Dapper Sy’s teaching career started later than most in the autumn of 1999 at the dawn of 

the new millennium, after fourteen years in the fashion industry he began initial teacher 

training at the Institute of Education, University College London and was part of the first 

ever cohort of the first Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) in Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT). His first post as a newly qualified teacher was at 

Wimbledon College in South West London, a beautiful gothic building accommodating a 

Catholic boys’ secondary comprehensive in the Jesuit tradition. Dapper Sy recollects with 

fond memories how he could see himself teaching at Wimbledon for the whole of his 

teaching career. He was particularly inspired by the Headmaster Father Holman and the 

Head of English, Simon Potter referred to as legendary by pupils one of whom was famous 

comedian Paul Merton. “Mr Potter used to ride into school on his black & chrome 1200cc 

classic style motorcycle & sidecar and was a sight to behold as he was a mountain of a 

man!” An instant affiliation for Sy as he is a keen motorcycle enthusiast himself and has 

been riding since a teenager. It was Mr Potter’s style of teaching which inspired most and 

the kids were always enthralled, engaged and enjoyed his lessons. This informed and made 

a huge impact on the teaching style Dapper Sy would eventually hone over time. 

Dapper Sy really enjoyed his time at Wimbledon and it was with a heavy heart he tendered 

his resignation the reason being that Sy was headhunted to work at Chalfont’s Community 

College in beautiful Chalfont’s St. Peter, Buckinghamshire as deputy head of department. An 

opportunity Dapper Sy could not turn down, still only in his first year of teaching. Whilst at 

Chalfont’s he was inspired by the head of department, Richard Ali’s, creativity and Principal 

Susan Tanner’s outstanding leadership. After four years of developing fun & creative ways 

to teach ICT he took up a promotion at  Stockley Academy in West London to Head up the 

department. After two years of transforming the department and significantly raising 

attainment across all cohorts, he embarked upon a new adventure that would take him to 

the desert.  
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Arabia had always appealed to Dapper Sy, from the allure of the exploits of schoolboy 

heroes such as Lawrence of Arabia to the exoticism and mystery of the land and culture 

from where part of his heritage descends. He took up the post of Head of ICT & E-Learning 

at Doha College, a top British Embassy school (one of only six in the world) in Qatar and 

again transformed the department and the use of ICT & E-Learning over the whole school 

during the seven years he led, introducing robotics, programming and computer science 

during his tenure. In his last year all students taking ICT achieved 100% A*-C grades in their 

IGCSE finals. 

Dapper Sy has had the opportunity to teach across age ranges eight to eighteen as well as 

adult learners. In addition he has an astute appreciation of many different cultures and 

nationalities, in his last post the student population consisted over fifty four different 

nationalities albeit the majority being British. Sy has been involved in teaching & learning in 

a variety of contexts from a summer workshop to underprivileged gifted and talented 

children held at Greenwich University, initial teacher training in a top 100 grammar school, 

teaching in tough London comprehensives, and a top British international school to private 

tuition for members of the Qatari Royal family.  

Idea & Rationale: Really missing tinkering with and driving his modest collection of VW’s 

and vintage air-cooled motorcycles (It’s all about the air-cooled for Sy and that theme is 

continued with his four seventies BMW “air-head” motorcycles which run on air-cooled 

boxer engines… like vintage VW’s!) In the summer of 2014 Dapper Sy decided to return 

home to London and resigned from his post in Qatar to take a sabbatical year and as alumni 

embarked upon a self-funded Master’s degree in Advanced Educational Practice at the 

Institute of Education, University College London, widely recognised as the world’s best 

university for education and research, and hoped to advance into a senior leadership 

position on completion. Always engaged on more than one project at any given time Dapper 

Sy felt in his downtime from study he could get his old VW camper up and running again and 

finally restore it properly. 

Sy had always loved old VW’s from his earliest memories of the silver ’72 Beetle 1302S that 

his father bought brand new when Dapper Sy was in his formative years aged six, trips in a 

baby blue colour camper with the family, learning to drive aged thirteen in an old battered 

VW beetle (private roads of course!), twenty years spent restoring his much loved ’61 

Karmaan Ghia Coupe (never ending!) to his most recent acquisition and daily driver; a ’72 

single cab pick-up (a scale model of which has been produced by die-cast metal toy makers 

Oxford in the exact same colour and reg. plate!) and as a result, over the years he has built 

up the little collection listed above. It was high time to re-commission the old ’72 low light 

early bay window camper van that had been sat gathering dust and rust over the last several 

years since its last road trip to Barcelona from London and back in the summer of 2006. 

With the help of his close friend and master mechanic Martin, who cut his teeth working 

with classic Volkswagen’s, they went about bringing the old girl back to life, for a second 

time! Martin had kept Ruby running and mot’d for the seven years Dapper Sy was teaching 

overseas. During the restoration, that Eureka moment occurred, a light bulb flashed above 
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his head and Dapper Sy thought of a way to recoup some of the mounting restoration 

costs… Vintage VW Tours was born.  

The idea… to provide educational tours around London in his classic iconic old school air-

cooled bus. He felt this is an opportune time as there seems to be a renewed interest and 

demand for everything “Vintage” at the moment! Little did he know that this little project 

would become all consuming? He also got a baptism of fire into all the licensing, legislation 

and time it takes to set up a company that provides vehicular tours to the public in historic 

transporters! As well as trying to find affordable storage and workspace in London. He soon 

came to realise why no one had done this before! However, there was help in the form of a 

business mentor Robert Welch, the successful young entrepreneur who set up 

“www.smallcarbigcity.com” which provides tours of London in classic Mini’s. Fantastic! scBC 

has continued to be successful and grow since 2009. Dapper Sy discussed his idea with 

Robert who thought it had “legs” and agreed to continue to mentor and guide in whatever 

capacity he could and believed that there were great synergies that could be realised 

between the two and was more than happy to support an affiliation. Sy suggests Roberts 

support has subsequently been invaluable. 

Vintage VW Tours is committed to the environment and intend to operate on a net carbon 

neutral footprint. By working with specialist companies to offset what their buses may 

produce by the planting the appropriate number of trees amongst other measures and best 

practise. Dapper Sy’s philosophy is simple… Restore, Reuse, and Recycle and is really the 

core of what Vintage VW Tours do and how they use their vehicles. They have also tried to 

keep all the VW’s as true to original as possible, restoring as close to factory specifications 

as possible. Sy suggests Vintage VW Tours/Creative Camper Club have a commitment to 

limit the use of unnecessary packaging and make packaging as simple and minimal as 

possible some of their packaging of merchandise being reusable and/or repurpose able.  All 

packaging is made of recyclable materials.  

Creative Camper Club was a natural development from the initial concept, putting Sy’s 

educational expertise and passion for classic VW’s together. Creative Camper Club is 

primarily aimed at children and “tweens” but could appeal to many more audiences too, 

such as a fun excursion/activity for a group of friends any age, families, fun teambuilding 

activities for corporate clients, departments, red letter day type gifts etc. So what is it all 

about? Creative Camper Club offers an opportunity for children to ride in an iconic VW bus 

and learn about its history. The vibrant following of vintage VW enthusiasts of all ages, races 

and socio-economic backgrounds, not only surfers and hippies, everyone’s welcome! This 

phenomenon still has the worldwide appeal today as the day the first VW transporters 

rolled out of the factory in the 50’s and is a testament to the luv of the “dub”. Not only do 

children learn about the VW transporter as the first true multi-purpose vehicle but also 

engage in learning & creativity by actually producing something from the experience to take 

away with them … learning how to create and program/code their own VW bus based 

computer game or creating a Creative Camper Club tee shirt that they themselves design 

and handcraft by way of a workshop in the bus or demonstrate their artistic flair by hand 
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painting their very own plaster of Paris bisque model VW bus/camper whilst experiencing 

the music of the 70’s, just to name a few activities on offer. 

Dapper Sy actually facilitates a learning approach that is cross-curricular in nature as it 

involves History, Art, Design & Technology, Science and ICT. All the aims and objectives are 

made clear to the learners at the start and they are taken through a variety of skills that 

include design, production, evaluation and collaborative working. There are follow on 

activities the children can do at home after the workshop as well as additional more 

advanced bus based workshops offering opportunities for the progression of their learning. 

There is a website that provides a community portal with further support, tutorials and links 

to multimedia resources and galleries.  

There is also a fun loyalty program which learners can progress through to becoming a “gold 

club member” with various benefits and rewards associated. One wonderful idea is that 

children from various schools can enter a “design your own creative camper club logo” 

competition and submit to the website, the best design from each school is produced as a 

tee-shirt and made available to buy on the website crediting the creator and CCC making a 

donation to a recognised children’s charity for every tee-shirt sold. This offers the chance to 

showcase their design to a massive web based audience, effectively providing a platform 

showcasing their creativity in the public domain. 

Throughout his teaching career colleagues and students often commented on how 

enthusiastic and passionate Sy is as a teacher but also at how well turned out Dapper Sy 

always is. His keen eye for sartorial elegance stemming from his love of style and design 

developed over fourteen years in the fashion industry. He is “old school” with the view that 

“clothes maketh the man” and in his view it is the timeless style of the classics that allow a 

man (or woman) to be impeccably dressed at all times for all occasions. In addition…the 

humble tee-shirt is an “essential” worn by all, young and old, rich or poor, it is indeed a 

timeless classic and a blank canvas for creativity. Over the years no single garment has been 

a greater platform for expression. To encourage dapperness or to use the current popular 

term … swagger (ness!), Dapper Sy is also launching a fun campaign to encourage its 

development in schools as many faculty members could do with a re-styled wardrobe! The 

search is on to find the most “Dapper Teach” of the year. Students can nominate teachers 

and they are entered into a poll on the CCC website! The prize would be a champagne & 

chocolates tour of London in one of our iconic VW buses for the winning teacher and six 

friends and a photo shoot with gallery on the website in their new wardrobe supplied by a 

dapper sponsor.  

Dapper Sy is deferring his MA studies to fully focus on making this venture a success. His 

long term aim is for the schools part of the business to become a charity and to spend his 

time providing free tours and enriching educational experiences to children’s charities and 

educational organisations. The visitor to London tours and charters/bespoke side of the 

business model basically funding the charity work. Dapper Sy’s ultimate vision is to take 

Creative Camper Club nationwide giving all children in our great nation the chance to have 

lots of fun, be creative and experience the joy of riding in these “original people 

transporters” the bonus being physically creating a hand crafted tangible “thing” to take 
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Ruby. 1972 Dormobile VW Camper 

currently being restored. 

 

Roxy. 1972 VW Devon Camper 

currently being restored. 

 

away as a memento of their experience and hopefully ignite a further interest in Vintage air-

cooled Vee Dubs! After all the children are our future and future custodians of these iconic 

buses and will eventually be responsible for keeping them on the road for future 

generations to enjoy. 

For more Information and to book check out www.creativecamperclub.com or 

www.vvwtours.com or come and visit us at our official launch at The VolksWorld Show the 

UK’s biggest VW festival, 28/29th March 2015. Sandown Park, Esher. We will be on stand 27 

Surrey Hall. Come along and find out more, paint a camper, learn how to code or just sign 

up and become a Creative Camper Club member and get a free gift. 

Sy Hussain 

Vintage VW Tours Ltd 

Images: We have a planned photo shoot in a couple of weeks but for now a few photos of 

our vehicles: 

 

More photos of Minty & AutoAnni: 

 

Minty. 1972 VW Microbus & 

AutoAnni. 1973 VW Automatic 

Microbus. Both have been fully 

restored only rear seats belts to be 

fitted. 

 

http://www.creativecamperclub.com/
http://www.vvwtours.com/

